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The gift of discerning of spirits is a powerful weapon in the Christian's arsenal! When
God calls us into ministry, He equips us. God has called all of us into spiritual warfare
and spiritual battle. His Church will be a militant Church, and the "gates of hell shall not
prevail against her." The weapons God supplies us with are not carnal or fleshly
weapons, but spiritual ones, they are "mighty through God to the pulling down of strong
holds." We are equipped by God for spiritual warfare through the gifts of the Holy Spirit
mentioned in 1 Corinthians 12. God has said that these are the channels through which
His power will flow, the avenues through which His Holy Spirit will operate. Chief among
these gifts for the ministry of deliverance is the gift of discerning of spirits. We must rely
upon the Holy Spirit for the ministry of deliverance and nothing else, not the arm of the
flesh or the voice of demons. Frank Hammond explains the application of this gift to the
believer, and provides examples of how it has worked in his own ministry. He concludes
with a prayer of impartation for the reader to receive this gift and the gifts of knowledge,
wisdom and faith.
In this bold interdisciplinary work, Geoffrey Galt Harpham argues that asceticism has
played a major role in shaping Western ideas of the body, writing, ethics, and
aesthetics. He suggests that we consider the ascetic as "the 'cultural' element in
culture," and presents a close analysis of works by Athanasius, Augustine, Matthias,
Grünewald, Nietzsche, Foucault, and other thinkers as proof of the extent of
asceticism's resources. Harpham demonstrates the usefulness of his findings by
deriving from asceticism a "discourse of resistance," a code of interpretation ultimately
more generous and humane than those currently available to us.
Find deliverance from the destructive effects of the spirit of rejection, receive love and
acceptance, and finally obtain healing once-and-for-all. Best-selling author John
Eckhardt addresses a common wound that everyone experiences, often early in life. It
is the sense of being unwanted and unable to receive love from others. You will break
free from manifestations of rejection such as perfectionism, fear, withdrawing from life,
pride, self-reliance, people pleasing, lust, insecurity, inferiority, shame, and more. Learn
to identify the spirit of rejection and how receiving the sacrifice of Jesus on the cross
makes us accepted by God Apply spiritual strategies and renunciation prayers to
overcome the spirit of rejection Be emboldened by breakthrough prayers, declarations,
strong biblical parallels, and illustrations
A groundbreaking exploration of the spiritual dimension of working with the enneagram
by one of its earliest students and teachers in America. Here is one of the first books to
explore in an authentic and comprehensive way the original spiritual dimension of the
enneagram. Among the most knowledgeable teachers of the enneagram in America,
Sandra Maitri shows how the enneagram not only reveals our personalities, but
illuminates a basic essence within each of us. She shows how traversing the inner
territory particular to our ennea-type can bring us profound fulfillment and meaning, as
well as authentic spiritual development.
A large family with a great appetite for living is dominated by the father until an older
son, Gant, is able to free himself.
For seventeen years, Elaine served her master, Satan, with total commitment. Then
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she met Dr. Rebecca Brown, who served her master, Jesus Christ, with equal
commitment. Elaine, one of the top witches in the U.S., clashed with Dr. Brown, who
stood against her alone. In the titanic life-and-death struggle that followed, Dr. Brown
nearly lost her life. Elaine, finding a power and love greater than anything Satan could
give her, left Satan and totally committed her life to Jesus Christ. This is an honest, indepth account of Satan's activities today. You'll see how to: Recognize and combat the
many satanists who regularly infiltrate and destroy Christian churches. Recognize and
combat satanic attacks. Recognize those serving Satan, and bring them to Jesus
Christ.
Who would dream of being against love? No one. Love is, as everyone knows, a
mysterious and all-controlling force, with vast power over our thoughts and life
decisions. But is there something a bit worrisome about all this uniformity of opinion? Is
this the one subject about which no disagreement will be entertained, about which one
truth alone is permissible? Consider that the most powerful organized religions produce
the occasional heretic; every ideology has its apostates; even sacred cows find their
butchers. Except for love. Hence the necessity for a polemic against it. A polemic is
designed to be the prose equivalent of a small explosive device placed under your E-ZBoy lounger. It won’t injure you (well not severely); it’s just supposed to shake things
up and rattle a few convictions.
Examines the effect of the new "computer culture" on both children and adults and
theorizes that computers are responsible for the new wave of mechanical determinism
and a revival of mysticism and spirituality
What's the Secret of Prayer? Prayer. We all know it should be a bigger part of our life.
But few feel they have mastered prayer (if that is possible) and all of us feel we could
benefit from clear, practical guidance about how to pray with more power, more
passion--and just to pray more! To help everyone from beginner to seasoned
intercessor, Becoming a Prayer Warrior provides a complete guide to the essentials of
powerful prayer. From the basics to inspiring stories of world-changing prayer,
Elizabeth Alves guides you in a fresh look at the incredible mystery of prayer and the
benefits that prayer can bring. Move beyond the idea of prayer as a ritual or duty and
learn how to truly communicate with God and experience His power and joy as never
before.
In Beholding Beauty: Sa?di of Shiraz and the Aesthetics of Desire in Medieval Persian
Poetry, Domenico Ingenito explores the unstudied connections between eroticism,
spirituality, and politics in the lyric poetry of 13th-century literary master Sa‘di Shirazi.
This book is about Divine Humanity, man's creative collaboration with God in the world.
Nikolai Berdyaev's reflections on Divine Humanity lead him to outline a dramatic
philosophy of destiny, a philosophy of existence which unfolds in time and passes over
into eternity, into a state which is not death but transfiguration. He describes his method
as existentially anthropocentric and spiritually religious; the dialectic of this book is a
dialectic not of logic but of life, a living existential dialectic. He emphasizes that man
must not only await a divine-human revelation, but work creatively to achieve one.
Why Many Bad Things Happen to Good People... The Problem Are you one of the
many victims of an unbroken curse? Today, countless Christians throughout the world
are plagued by unexplained poverty, calamities, and a variety of adverse
circumstances. Their lives are tragically filled with heartache and desperation as they
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continuously struggle against overpowering temptation, physical and mental illness, and
a myriad of catastrophic events. Usually, they are unaware that their plight is the result
of an unbroken curse that has been placed upon them and perhaps upon their families.
Some of the Causes Hatred and jealousy Trespassing on the devil’s territory Handling
unholy things Inherited curses Breaking vows to God The Solution The Bible
specifically instructs every believer to avoid curses and to recognize and break them.
Yet, an astonishing number of Bible-believing Christians have either not read or do not
remember these essential spiritual principles. Thus, many believers live under the
affliction of unbroken curses. This book will show you the necessary biblical steps to
recognize, prevent, and break every type of curse.
The Universal Church of the Kingdom of God (UCKG), a church of Brazilian origin, has
been enormously successful in establishing branches and attracting followers in postapartheid South Africa. Unlike other Pentecostal Charismatic Churches (PCC), the
UCKG insists that relationships with God be devoid of 'emotions', that socialisation
between members be kept to a minimum and that charity and fellowship are 'useless' in
materialising God's blessings. Instead, the UCKG urges members to sacrifice large
sums of money to God for delivering wealth, health, social harmony and happiness.
While outsiders condemn these rituals as empty or manipulative, this book shows that
they are locally meaningful, demand sincerity to work, have limits and are informed by
local ideas about human bodies, agency and ontological balance. As an ethnography of
people rather than of institutions, this book offers fresh insights into the mass PCC
movement that has swept across Africa since the early 1990s.
Offers guidance to reveal your hidden talents, abilities and gifts that are waiting to be
discovered in yourself.
The Guru Papers demonstrates with uncompromising clarity that authoritarian control,
which once held societies together, is now at the core of personal, social, and planetary
problems, and thus a key factor in social disintegration. It illustrates how
authoritarianism is embedded in the way people think, hiding in culture, values, daily
life, and in the very morality people try to live by. The book unmasks authoritarianism in
such areas as relationships, cults, 12-step groups, religion, and contemporary morality.
Chapters on addiction and love show the insidious nature of authoritarian values and
ideologies in the most intimate corners of life, offering new frameworks for
understanding why people get addicted and why intimacy is laden with conflict. By
exposing the inner authoritarian that people use to control themselves and others, the
authors show why people give up their power, and how others get and maintain it.
Dr. Gary Greenwald exposes the common patterns in deceived and rebellious
individuals' lives. He also reveals the mysterious causes and cures for destructive
relationships. Discover how Christians can avoid being seduced by deceiving spirits
that work through both saved and unsaved people.
In the boldest and most daring book either author has ever written, Andrew Harvey and
Carolyn Baker confront us with the life and death reality of the global crisis and the fact
that four crucial strategies must be employed not only to survive the dark night, but to
inhabit our bodies and our lives with passionate authenticity, honesty, vigilance,
community, compassion, and service. These strategies are Reconnection, Resistance,
Resilience, and Regeneration. Deep and unprecedented reconnection with self, others,
and Earth must be our mission, regardless of the outcome. Distinguishing between
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problems which have solutions and predicaments which can only be responded to,
Harvey and Baker articulate precisely how we have arrived at this unprecedented
juncture and offer strategies of resistance against the fundamental enemies of humanity
and the Earth. Such a response demands of us something far deeper than what
conventional religions and visions of activism call for--nothing less than living and acting
from the Sacred Self, both without illusion and totally committed to compassion and
justice even, if necessary, in hopeless situations. With Trump, its as if the Titanic has hit
the iceberg. We are the passengers. The only question before us, and before the whole
world, is how we stop the ripping of our hull. The original Titanic sunk due to human
arrogance. There is still time for us to save ourselves with the power of humility,
resistance and renewal. This book offers a compelling and profound pathway for human
survival after hitting the iceberg. Jim Garrison, Founder and President of Ubiquity
University. A powerful manual for a spiritual revolution! Read it, pray it, reflect on it, and
then start acting on it...because the future of the world depends on it. Adam Bucko, coauthor of Occupy Spirituality and The New Monasticism
Which sort of seducer could you be? Siren? Rake? Cold Coquette? Star? Comedian?
Charismatic? Or Saint? This book will show you which. Charm, persuasion, the ability
to create illusions: these are some of the many dazzling gifts of the Seducer, the
compelling figure who is able to manipulate, mislead and give pleasure all at once.
When raised to the level of art, seduction, an indirect and subtle form of power, has
toppled empires, won elections and enslaved great minds. In this beautiful, sensually
designed book, Greene unearths the two sides of seduction: the characters and the
process. Discover who you, or your pursuer, most resembles. Learn, too, the pitfalls of
the anti-Seducer. Immerse yourself in the twenty-four manoeuvres and strategies of the
seductive process, the ritual by which a seducer gains mastery over their target.
Understand how to 'Choose the Right Victim', 'Appear to Be an Object of Desire' and
'Confuse Desire and Reality'. In addition, Greene provides instruction on how to identify
victims by type. Each fascinating character and each cunning tactic demonstrates a
fundamental truth about who we are, and the targets we've become - or hope to win
over. The Art of Seduction is an indispensable primer on the essence of one of history's
greatest weapons and the ultimate power trip. From the internationally bestselling
author of The 48 Laws of Power, Mastery, and The 33 Strategies Of War.
This book demonstrates that numerous prominent artists in every period of the modern
era were expressing spiritual interests when they created celebrated works of art. This
magisterial overview insightfully reveals the centrality of an often denied and
misunderstood element in the cultural history of modern art.
Spiritual growth is a mystery and is more evident in some than in others. The more the
Holy Spirit shines upon the mind and puts forth His lifegiving influences in the heart, so
much the more sin is seen, felt and loathed as the greatest of all evils. And this is an
evidence of spiritual growth, namely, to hate sin as sin and to abhor it on account of its
contrariety to the nature of God.
Powerful Tools for Guarding Your Body, Mind, and Heart Remaining pure while single
isn’t easy in a culture that encourages a woman to use her body to gain power,
respect, and personal fulfillment. The longing for emotional and physical connection can
gradually and subtly lead you into compromises you never intended to make. But you
can resist the pressures—or reclaim your purity—by building a strong foundation of
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integrity. This book, ideal for study with Every Woman’s Battle, is designed specifically
for single women and will give you the tools you need to resist temptation and discover
true fulfillment. Through practical and biblical lessons you’ll be equipped to: ·
understand the unique components of female sexuality · discern your personal areas of
vulnerability · design a defense plan to protect your heart and mind, as well as your
body · allow God to satisfy the desires He placed within you Each weekly study
section—designed both for individual and small group use in eight-week or twelve-week
tracks—guides you deeper into God’s Word, then helps you personalize and apply the
principles that will help you live in sexual and emotional purity.
In this book, Seductions Exposed, Pastor Gary Greenwald skillfully examines and
exposes the manipulating spiritual activity that surrounds every Christian on a daily
basis. Today, as never before, Christians are opening their eyes and becoming aware
of the maneuvers, manipulations, and deceptions that are occurring in the spirit world.
Bible prophecy expert Ron Rhodes offers an easy-to-understand yet detailed
chronology and explanation of end-times events. The chapters are arranged around the
major end-times themes: the rapture, the tribulation, the millennial kingdom, and the
eternal state. Each chapter begins with a list of the specific events it covers, making this
an extremely user-friendly chronological guide to end-times biblical prophecy. Rhodes
allows for various interpretations among Christians. Yet the sequence he describes is
faithful to the biblical text, based on a literal approach to prophecy, and held by many
Bible scholars. As readers discover that they really can understand Bible prophecy,
they will come to love and trust the Scriptures like never before.
Now available again, this fascinating look at Dal' explores the forces that shaped the life
and works of one of the modern art world's most inscrutable and misunderstood figures.
Concise yet comprehensive, this elegant volume follows Dal''s artistic development
from the 1920s to his death in 1989. Accompanied by brilliant reproductions and the
artist's own words, it offers detailed analyses of his most important paintings based on
the theories of two men who deeply influenced his thinking: Sigmund Freud and his
protégé, Otto Rank. What emerges is a picture of an artist whose pursuit of selfknowledge provides fascinating and important insights into the inner workings of the
creative imagination.
“Pollan keeps you turning the pages . . . cleareyed and assured.” —New York Times A
#1 New York Times Bestseller, New York Times Book Review 10 Best Books of 2018,
and New York Times Notable Book A brilliant and brave investigation into the medical
and scientific revolution taking place around psychedelic drugs--and the spellbinding
story of his own life-changing psychedelic experiences When Michael Pollan set out to
research how LSD and psilocybin (the active ingredient in magic mushrooms) are being
used to provide relief to people suffering from difficult-to-treat conditions such as
depression, addiction and anxiety, he did not intend to write what is undoubtedly his
most personal book. But upon discovering how these remarkable substances are
improving the lives not only of the mentally ill but also of healthy people coming to grips
with the challenges of everyday life, he decided to explore the landscape of the mind in
the first person as well as the third. Thus began a singular adventure into various
altered states of consciousness, along with a dive deep into both the latest brain
science and the thriving underground community of psychedelic therapists. Pollan sifts
the historical record to separate the truth about these mysterious drugs from the myths
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that have surrounded them since the 1960s, when a handful of psychedelic evangelists
inadvertently catalyzed a powerful backlash against what was then a promising field of
research. A unique and elegant blend of science, memoir, travel writing, history, and
medicine, How to Change Your Mind is a triumph of participatory journalism. By turns
dazzling and edifying, it is the gripping account of a journey to an exciting and
unexpected new frontier in our understanding of the mind, the self, and our place in the
world. The true subject of Pollan's "mental travelogue" is not just psychedelic drugs but
also the eternal puzzle of human consciousness and how, in a world that offers us both
suffering and joy, we can do our best to be fully present and find meaning in our lives.
In a collection of reflections, dialogues, history, and travelogue, an authority in Christian
mysticism examines the spiritual traditions, ritual, and practice of Greek Orthodoxy and
the role of Orthodox spirituality in a complex, modern world. Reprint.
In this landmark guide to the spiritual journey, respected Zen teacher and
psychotherapist John Tarrant brings together ancient Eastern traditions and the
Western passion for the soul. Using real-life stories, Zen tales, and Greek myths, The
Light Inside the Dark shows how our darkest experiences can be the gates to wisdom
and joy. Tarrant leads us through the inevitable descents of our journey--from the
everyday world of work and family into the treasure cave of the interior life--from which
we return with greater love of life's vivid, common gifts. Written with empathy and a
poet's skill, The Light Inside the Dark is the freshest and most challenging work on the
soul to he published in years.
If you’ve ever ended a relationship you knew wasn’t God’s will for your life, but you
can’t seem to stop thinking about that person… If your behavior is being influenced in a
negative way by people you come into contact with… If you’re cursing yourself through
forbidden statues, jewelry, and practices It’s time for you to break free from the ties on
your soul! Dr. Gary Greenwald will explain how the transference of spirits and soul ties
can create dominion over your life. Learn how to defeat the deceiving spirits that control
many of the things you come into contact with every day. You can be delivered into a
life ruled only by the Holy Spirit!
Gregory Bateson was a philosopher, anthropologist, photographer, naturalist, and poet,
as well as the husband and collaborator of Margaret Mead. This classic anthology of his
major work includes a new Foreword by his daughter, Mary Katherine Bateson. 5 line
drawings.
Too many of us have invested ourselves into relationships that left us deeply wounded.
We've been abandoned or taken advantage of, and left with little to show for what we've
given. We've lost our sense of security and personal value in the process. And what's
worse, we tend to either repeat the same mistakes of judgment over and over . . . Or
else lock the doors of our hearts entirely and throw away the key. Why do we choose
the wrong people to get involved with? Is it possible to change? And if so, where does
one begin? Drs. Henry Cloud and John Townsend offer solid guidance for making safe
choices in relationships, from friendships to romance. They help identify the nurturing
people we all need in our lives, as well as ones we need to learn to avoid. Safe People
will help you to recognize 20 traits of relationally untrustworthy people. Discover what
makes some people relationally safe, and how to avoid unhealthy entanglements. You'll
learn about things within yourself that jeopardize your relational security. And you'll find
out what to do and what not to do to develop a balanced, healthy approach to
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relationships.
Afterlives of Chinese Communism comprises essays from over fifty world- renowned
scholars in the China field, from various disciplines and continents. It provides an
indispensable guide for understanding how the Mao era continues to shape Chinese
politics today. Each chapter discusses a concept or practice from the Mao period, what
it attempted to do, and what has become of it since. The authors respond to the legacy
of Maoism from numerous perspectives to consider what lessons Chinese communism
can offer today, and whether there is a future for the egalitarian politics that it once
promised.
This volume is divided into five sections. Section I deals with preparative methodology
for isolation and purification of the components of the oxy radical experimental systems
use most frequently, including all three forms of SOD and several other important
scavengers. Section II provides the experimenter with a choice of a dozen oxy radical
generating systems which can be used for testing of scavengers or for evaluation of the
effects of oxy radicals on target tissues. The reader will note that in this section, as well
as in most of the rest of the volume, the orientation is primarily biochemical, biologic,
and medical, rather than pure chemistry or pure physics. Nevertheless, the techniques
are widely applicable to a variety of disciplines.
God is preparing a spiritual tsunami to sweep the nations and reclaim our culture for
Christ, says author Johnny Enlow. He describes seven culture-shaping areas of
influence over each society—media, government, education, economy, family, religion,
and celebration (arts and entertainment)—that are the keys to taking a nation for the
kingdom of God. The purpose of this book is to draw the church’s attention to these
areas; help each individual determine his or her specific assignment in this mission; and
then to offer insight into the nature of the battles involved in this “spiritual tsunami,” as
the author calls it.
Publisher description
An analysis of the invasion of our personal lives by logo-promoting, powerful
corporations combines muckraking journalism with contemporary memoir to discuss
current consumer culture
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